
Sustainability & The 
Retail Market

How opportunities with traceability and sustainability impact today’s 
consumers, brands and growers. 









Let’s Talk Traceability. Why is this important to 
your program and what value does it provide 

your growers?



Forbes: Consumers Demand Sustainable 
Products And Shopping Formats

25% increase in preference to 
shop sustainable brands

42% increase in willingness to pay
more for sustainable products

90% of said they would be willing 
to spend an extra 10% or more for 
sustainable products 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gregpetro/2022/03/11/consumers-demand-sustainable-products-and-shopping-formats/?sh=6ba82ab56a06



How do you define Sustainable Rice and how 
is this the same or different than buyers or 

consumers in the market?



With Nutrien’s Traceable Outcomes program, 
how do you see farmers and consumers 

connecting and benefitting from traceability 
and sustainability?



At Brookshire, how do you see vertical 
integration being a value add to growers and 

consumers?



At SLRF, how do you see input costs impacting 
growers?



Stifel: Stifel Survey Finds Consumers Value 
Sustainability but Reassess Spending Priorities as 
U.S. Inflation Spikes

Sustainability an opportunity for 
brands to educate and differentiate 
with consumers.

50% Consumers look for information 
on brand’s sustainability when 
purchasing
71% Consumers consider a brand’s 
sustainability factor when choosing 
between brands

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2022/05/24/2449299/0/en/Stifel-Survey-Finds-Consumers-Value-Sustainability-but-
Reassess-Spending-Priorities-as-U-S-Inflation-Spikes.html



Today’s economy is challenging for growers and 
consumers. Growers are facing some of the 

highest input costs and consumers are seeing high 
inflation and increasing food costs. 

How does growing sustainably make good sense for growers? 

How does buying sustainable make good sense for consumers?



Traceability is not just about tracing where 
the rice came from, but also how many 

dollars come back to grower communities in 
term of sustainable incentives. 

How does this benefit the grower? 

How does this benefit the consumer? 



Forbes: Consumers Demand Sustainable 
Products And Shopping Formats

A desire to help the environment was 
found to be the primary reason 
consumers purchase sustainable products 
and brands.

30% want to improve the environment
23% wish to reduce production waste
22% wish to reduce their carbon footprint

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gregpetro/2022/03/11/consumers-demand-sustainable-products-and-shopping-formats/?sh=6ba82ab56a06



Often, we see the terms “regenerative” or 
“carbon” associated with “sustainability”. 

What do you see connecting these terms and 
the differences? How does this affect the 

grower and consumer?



What drives your growers to grow more 
meaningful product for consumers? Is it 

quality, quantity, environmental, consumer 
driven? What are your advice to growers 

today?



In many rice growing regions, rice acres have 
gone down. What makes Louisiana different? 

What is your advice for growers in those 
regions?



Nutrien has a Whole Acre approach to 
working with growers. How do you see 

Nutrien’s program supporting growers to 
drive sustainability solutions to the field – in 

rice and other crops?



Why is taking a mass balance approach to 
sustainable certification damaging to the 
growers and consumers versus a targeted 

field approach?



Our Agreeta platform allows us to connect 
the grower and consumer in ways not 

possible before. Why is this important for 
major brands in market and why is this 

valuable to private label brands?



www.agreetaus.com/rice


